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Efficiency of voluntary opening hand and hook prosthetic devices: 24 years of development?
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Abstract—Quantitative data on the mechanical performance of upper-limb prostheses are very important in prostheses development and selection. The primary goal of this study was to objectively evaluate the mechanical performance of adult-size voluntary opening (VO) prosthetic terminal devices and select the best tested device. A second goal was to see whether VO devices have improved in the last two decades. Nine devices (four hooks and five hands) were quantitatively tested (Hosmer model 5XA hook, Hosmer Sierra 2 Load VO hook, RSL Steeper Carbon Gripper, Otto Bock model 10A60 hook, Becker Imperial hand, Hosmer Sierra VO hand, Hosmer Soft VO hand, RSL Steeper VO hand, Otto Bock VO hand). We measured the pinch forces, activation forces, cable displacements, mass, and opening span and calculated the work and hysteresis. We compared the results with data from 1987. Hooks required lower activation forces and delivered higher pinch forces than hands. The activation forces of several devices were very high. The pinch forces of all tested hands were too low. The Hosmer model 5XA hook with three bands was the best tested hook. The Hosmer Sierra VO hand was the best tested hand. We found no improvements in VO devices compared with the data from 1987.

INTRODUCTION

Despite the developments made in electrical prostheses, a significant number of adults and children wear body-powered prostheses [1–2]. These users often prefer the relative benefits of the body-powered prostheses, such as low weight, technical reliability, low cost, and proprioceptive feedback, over the benefits of electrical prostheses, such as grip strength and the fact that a harness is not necessary in most cases. Body-powered prostheses, however, also have a number of drawbacks. A major complaint is activation force, which is often quite large [3]. This is uncomfortable and can lead to complaints and irritation of the shoulder and the axilla [4–5]. A further problem is frequent failure of the activation cable [4]. Although lighter than electrical devices, body-powered devices are also often perceived to be heavy by their users [4]. This article determines the mechanical efficiency of currently available body-powered voluntary opening (VO) hands and hooks. This helps patients select an appropriate device and manufacturers improve their designs.
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To efficiently and smoothly use a body-powered prosthesis, the device must be mechanically efficient and require a low activation force. A previous study on voluntary closing (VC) devices showed that, except for the TRS hook, nearly all tested devices were inefficient and required high activation forces that users might find uncomfortable [6]. It is therefore interesting to study the performance of VO devices. The study described in this article objectively measures the mechanical performance of VO terminal devices for adults. On the basis of these measurements, it is possible to compare the performance and the efficiency of the tested devices.

No recent data are available on the mechanical efficiency of VO devices. Corin et al. published measurements on a broad range of adult- and child-size VO devices in 1987 [7]. Around that time, Carlson and Long also measured one VO and one VC hook [8], and LeBlanc et al. measured several VO and VC child-size prehensors [9]. This article presents new test data obtained from experiments similar to that of Corin et al. [7]. Comparing the current findings with those of Corin et al. makes it possible to give an objective view of how VO terminal devices have improved during the past decades. In the clinic, the results can be used to select an appropriate prosthetic terminal device for a patient. Manufacturers can also use the results to improve their prosthetic components.

The primary goal of this study was to objectively compare different VO terminal devices for adults by quantitatively measuring the mechanical work, energy dissipation, maximum cable force and excursion, pinch force, opening span, and device mass. We used this comparison to select the most suitable hand and hook prostheses based on the measured mechanical characteristics. The second goal was to see whether VO devices have improved over the last two decades. Therefore, we compared the results with those from a study in 1987 [7].

All the hooks have adjustable spring force settings. The Hosmer Sierra VO hand (Hosmer; Campbell, California) has an adjustable thumb, which has two different opening positions. These settings can be easily adjusted by the user. We tested the devices for each individual setting. Some devices have a spring that is adjustable by the prosthetist or manufacturer. We tested all devices with the manufacturer’s settings.

**Test Equipment**

We used a simple test bench to measure the force and displacement of the activation cable (Figure 3). The test bench was custom-built and consisted of standard components. A linear variable differential transformer (Positek Ltd; Cheltenham, United Kingdom) measured the displacements and a load cell (Zemic; Etten-Leur, the Netherlands) measured the cable activation force. We measured the pinch forces with a custom-built double leave strain gauge load cell. The voltage of each load cell was amplified with an amplifier (SCAIME; Annemasse, France). We recorded all data using a data acquisition system (National Instruments; Austin, Texas).

**Test Protocol**

For each device, we measured the mass and the maximum opening span. Subsequently, we subjected each device to three different tests:

1. Open and close test (full opening): We slowly pulled the cable (~2 mm/s) until the device was fully opened. Then, we released the cable at about the same speed until the device was closed again. During this test, we measured the cable force and displacement.

2. Open and close test (50 mm): Similar to test 1. In this test, we opened the device until the minimum opening between the fingers was 50 mm.

3. Pinch force test: We placed the pinch force sensor between the fingertips of the device and measured the pinch force for opening widths of 10, 20, and 30 mm.

We tested both the hands and the hooks according to the same protocol. The hands were tested with and without a cosmetic glove. During the gloved tests, each hand was gloved with the standard PVC (polyvinyl chloride) glove recommended by the manufacturer of that hand. To normalize the mass data, we shortened the long-sleeved RSL Steeper VO hand cosmetic glove to a length similar to that of the other cosmetic gloves (around 10 cm below the wrist plane). During the ungloved tests, the hands that had an inner glove were tested with the inner glove still

**METHODS**

**Test Materials**

In this study, we tested nine VO terminal devices: four hooks (Figure 1) and five hands (Figure 2). All devices were of comparable size (around size 7 3/4), which corresponds to a small adult male hand or a large adult female hand; all devices were for left-side use. All devices were brand new and never before used.

All the hooks have adjustable spring force settings. The Hosmer Sierra VO hand (Hosmer; Campbell, California) has an adjustable thumb, which has two different opening positions. These settings can be easily adjusted by the user. We tested the devices for each individual setting. Some devices have a spring that is adjustable by the prosthetist or manufacturer. We tested all devices with the manufacturer’s settings.

**Test Equipment**

We used a simple test bench to measure the force and displacement of the activation cable (Figure 3). The test bench was custom-built and consisted of standard components. A linear variable differential transformer (Positek Ltd; Cheltenham, United Kingdom) measured the displacements and a load cell (Zemic; Etten-Leur, the Netherlands) measured the cable activation force. We measured the pinch forces with a custom-built double leave strain gauge load cell. The voltage of each load cell was amplified with an amplifier (SCAIME; Annemasse, France). We recorded all data using a data acquisition system (National Instruments; Austin, Texas).

**Test Protocol**

For each device, we measured the mass and the maximum opening span. Subsequently, we subjected each device to three different tests:

1. Open and close test (full opening): We slowly pulled the cable (~2 mm/s) until the device was fully opened. Then, we released the cable at about the same speed until the device was closed again. During this test, we measured the cable force and displacement.

2. Open and close test (50 mm): Similar to test 1. In this test, we opened the device until the minimum opening between the fingers was 50 mm.

3. Pinch force test: We placed the pinch force sensor between the fingertips of the device and measured the pinch force for opening widths of 10, 20, and 30 mm.

We tested both the hands and the hooks according to the same protocol. The hands were tested with and without a cosmetic glove. During the gloved tests, each hand was gloved with the standard PVC (polyvinyl chloride) glove recommended by the manufacturer of that hand. To normalize the mass data, we shortened the long-sleeved RSL Steeper VO hand cosmetic glove to a length similar to that of the other cosmetic gloves (around 10 cm below the wrist plane). During the ungloved tests, the hands that had an inner glove were tested with the inner glove still
applied. We did not test the Becker Imperial hand (Becker Mechanical Hand Co; St. Paul, Minnesota) with a cosmetic glove because there was no matching glove available at the time of testing. Each test was preceded by two initial runs to prevent for transient behavior. We repeated tests 1 and 2 four times to obtain an average value and performed test 2 to enable a comparison among the different devices, since they all have different opening spans. Test 3 is a static test and therefore not repeated. The pinch force depends on the opening width of the fingers, not on their motion. The opening width before closing and pinching might have a small influence on the pinch force. To minimize this influence, we opened the devices only a few millimeters more than the thickness of the pinched object.

### Processing Data

From the data, we determined the maximum excursion and activation force. To calculate the amount of energy (or work) needed to open the device, the measured forces were integrated along the displacement path. We also calculated the amount of energy that was “returned” during opening. The difference between the “input” and “output” energy is the dissipated energy, or hysteresis. This is an indicator of the efficiency of the mechanism. The higher the efficiency, the lower the hysteresis. Before processing the data, the start and end data with a cable force below 1 N were cut off because these data are not of interest.

### Comparison with 1987 Data

We compared the acquired data with the data of the adult-size devices tested by Corin et al. in 1987 in a similar test [7]. This was done for the required work and activation force to fully open the device (test 1) and for the pinch force for small objects (test 3). We calculated the mean values of our data for the hooks and gloved hands in all settings. The mean values of Corin et al.’s data were calculated for the following adult-size hook devices: Hosmer model SSS-555 (1 to 3 bands), Hosmer model 88X (1 to 3 bands), and Hosmer model 99X (1 to 3 bands), and the gloved hand devices: UNB Steeper 2.50 in. and 2.75 in. (RSL Steeper; Leeds, United Kingdom); Hosmer Sierra VO hand; Hosmer Robins-Aids hand; Becker
Imperial hand; Hosmer models 201, 301, and 401; and Otto Bock 6.75 in. and 7.75 in. (Otto Bock; Duderstadt, Germany). We used an unpaired $t$-test to test whether significant ($\alpha < 0.05$) differences could be found between the data of both studies.

**Best Tested Prosthetic Devices**

Finally, it is interesting to see which hand and hook were most suitable for daily use according to the demands of the user. To enable a number of activities of daily living, the devices should have a pinch force above 20 N [10–11]. Their activation force should be as low as possible. The cable excursion should be within the acceptable range (<53 mm) [12]. The mass should be as low as possible. The results will be compared with these user demands.

**RESULTS**

The Table presents characteristics of the prosthetic devices, as well as an overview of all test data.

**Mass**

The measured hands had a mass 1.6 to 5.1 times higher than that of the hooks. The device with the lowest mass was the Hosmer model 5XA hook with one rubber band (87 g). The gloved Hosmer Sierra VO hand had the highest mass (447 g). The Becker Imperial hand was the heaviest ungloved hand (367 g).

**Maximum Opening Span**

The opening span of the hooks had a range from 67 (Otto Bock model 10A60 hook) to 97 mm (RSL Steeper Carbon Gripper). The span of the gloved hands ranged from 62 (Hosmer Sierra VO hand) to 80 mm (Otto Bock VO hand). Using a cosmetic glove reduced the opening span of the hands a few millimeters.
Table.
Overview of test results of voluntary opening (VO) hand and hook tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VO Terminal Device</th>
<th>Mass (g)</th>
<th>Max. Cable Excursion</th>
<th>Max. Cable Force</th>
<th>Open and Close Test 1: Full</th>
<th>Open and Close Test 2: 50 mm</th>
<th>Pinch Force Test 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(mean ± SD, n = 4)</td>
<td>(mean ± SD, n = 4)</td>
<td>Work (Nmm)</td>
<td>Hysteresis (Nmm)</td>
<td>10 mm (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Test 1: 50 mm (mm)</td>
<td>Test 2: 50 mm (mm)</td>
<td>Full (N)</td>
<td>Full (N)</td>
<td>20 mm (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Test 1: 50 mm (mm)</td>
<td>Test 2: 50 mm (mm)</td>
<td>Full (N)</td>
<td>Full (N)</td>
<td>30 mm (N)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Hosmer Model 5XA Hook**
  - 1 band: 87 g, 45 ± 0.2 mm (test 1), 24 ± 1.1 mm (test 2), 1,128 ± 14 N (test 1), 754 ± 3 N (test 2)
  - 2 bands: 90 g, 46 ± 0.1 mm (test 1), 25 ± 1.0 mm (test 2), 2,248 ± 10 N (test 1), 1,173 ± 6 N (test 2)
  - 3 bands: 92 g, 46 ± 0.1 mm (test 1), 25 ± 0.0 mm (test 2), 3,306 ± 18 N (test 1), 1,684 ± 4 N (test 2)

- **Hosmer Sierra 2 Load VO Hook**
  - Setting 1: 242 g, 34 ± 0.1 mm (test 1), 26 ± 0.0 mm (test 2), 1,243 ± 11 N (test 1), 868 ± 1 N (test 2)
  - Setting 2: 242 g, 35 ± 0.0 mm (test 1), 26 ± 0.0 mm (test 2), 2,642 ± 14 N (test 1), 1,820 ± 2 N (test 2)

- **RSL Steeper Carbon Gripper**
  - Setting 1: 171 g, 43 ± 0.2 mm (test 1), 28 ± 0.1 mm (test 2), 1,619 ± 2 N (test 1), 846 ± 4 N (test 2)
  - Setting 2: 171 g, 43 ± 0.1 mm (test 1), 28 ± 0.1 mm (test 2), 1,848 ± 7 N (test 1), 992 ± 2 N (test 2)

- **Otto Bock Model 10A60 Hook (2 × 2 Springs)**
  - Setting 1: 223 g, 35 ± 0.1 mm (test 1), 27 ± 0.0 mm (test 2), 1,002 ± 3 N (test 1), 775 ± 5 N (test 2)
  - Setting 2: 223 g, 35 ± 0.1 mm (test 1), 27 ± 0.2 mm (test 2), 2,752 ± 6 N (test 1), 2,033 ± 15 N (test 2)

- **Hosmer Becker Imperial Hand**
  - Ungloved: 367 g, 49 ± 0.3 mm (test 1), 30 ± 0.0 mm (test 2), 2,748 ± 17 N (test 1), 1,613 ± 9 N (test 2)
  - Gloved: 310 g, 38 ± 0.1 mm (test 1), 30 ± 0.2 mm (test 2), 1,152 ± 8 N (test 1), 581 ± 6 N (test 2)

- **Hosmer Sierra VO Hand**
  - Ungloved: 447 g, 38/62 ‡‡ (test 1), 22 ± 0.3 mm (test 2), 1,017 ± 24 N (test 1), 639 ± 11 N (test 2)
  - Gloved: 447 g, 38/62 ‡‡ (test 1), 22 ± 0.3 mm (test 2), 1,017 ± 24 N (test 1), 639 ± 11 N (test 2)

- **Hosmer Soft VO Hand**
  - Ungloved: 310 g, 38 ± 0.1 mm (test 1), 30 ± 0.2 mm (test 2), 2,170 ± 16 N (test 1), 1,406 ± 6 N (test 2)
  - Gloved: 400 g, 36 ± 0.3 mm (test 1), 32 ± 0.1 mm (test 2), 2,266 ± 29 N (test 1), 1,690 ± 9 N (test 2)

- **RSL Steeper VO Hand**
  - Ungloved: 328 g, 46 ± 0.4 mm (test 1), 34 ± 0.1 mm (test 2), 1,758 ± 27 N (test 1), 804 ± 6 N (test 2)
  - Gloved: 444 (670) ‡‡‡ (test 1), 47 ± 0.1 mm (test 2), 37 ± 0.2 mm (test 2), 2,372 ± 25 N (test 1), 1,010 ± 14 N (test 2)

- **Otto Bock VO Hand**
  - Ungloved: 326 g, 56 ± 0.2 mm (test 1), 41 ± 0.2 mm (test 2), 2,545 ± 11 N (test 1), 1,291 ± 5 N (test 2)
  - Gloved: 395 g, 53 ± 0.3 mm (test 1), 40 ± 0.2 mm (test 2), 2,927 ± 68 N (test 1), 1,472 ± 9 N (test 2)

**Notes:**
- †Hosmer, Campbell, California.
- ‡‡‡ RSL Steeper; Leeds, United Kingdom.
- ‡Otto Bock; Duderstadt, Germany.
- §Becker Mechanical Hand Co; St. Paul, Minnesota.
- *Only tested without cosmetic glove. During tests there was no cosmetic glove available.
- **Two thumb settings: small and wide.
- ††Sleeve of RSL Steeper cosmetic glove was shortened to length similar to that of other cosmetic gloves. Mass of hand with uncut glove applied given in parentheses.
- Maximum, minimum, standard deviation; VO = voluntary opening.

### Maximum Cable Excursion
The maximum cable excursion ranged from 34 (Hosmer Sierra 2 Load VO hook) to 46 mm (Hosmer model 5XA hook) for the hooks and from 22 (Hosmer Sierra VO hand) to 53 mm (Otto Bock VO hand) for the gloved hands.

### Activation Force
Figure 4 shows the maximum required activation forces during the 50 mm open and close test (test 2). Applying a cosmetic glove increased the activation force by 22 to 41 percent in this test.

Figures 5 and 6 depict the force displacement graphs of the full open and close test (test 1). The graphs show the different slopes of the devices caused by the differences in stiffness. The graphs also show that the return trajectory is lower than the opening trajectory. This is caused by the mechanical friction in the mechanism and by the internal friction in cosmetic glove and in the stiff
inner glove. The Otto Bock model 10A60 hook (setting 1) is the only device that has a decreasing activation force characteristic (Figure 5). Another remarkable phenomenon can be seen in the plot of the Hosmer Soft VO hand (Figure 6). The force displacement graph shows a saw-tooth pattern.

Work and Hysteresis

The bar charts (Figure 7) enable easy comparison of the work and hysteresis measured for the devices in the 50 mm open and close test (test 2). In this test, the hooks dissipated 11 (Hosmer model 5XA hook, 3 bands) to 46 percent (Otto Bock model 10A60 hook, setting 1) of the input energy. The ungloved hands dissipated 35 (Otto Bock VO hand) to 64 percent (Becker Imperial hand), and the gloved hands dissipated 43 (Otto Bock VO hand) to 56 percent (Hosmer Sierra VO hand) of their input energy.

Pinch Forces

The measured pinch forces of the hooks ranged from 9 (Hosmer model 5XA hook, 1 band) to 37 N (Otto Bock model 10A60 hook, setting 2). The pinch forces of the gloved hands ranged from 7 (Hosmer Sierra VO hand: 10 mm object; RSL Steeper VO hand: 20 mm object) to 18 N (Hosmer Sierra VO hand: 30 mm object).

Best Tested Prosthetic Devices

Of the hooks that could pinch over 20 N, the Hosmer model 5XA hook with 3 bands (24–33 N) required the lowest activation force (95 ± 4 N). Its cable excursion (46 ± 0 mm) was within the acceptable range (<53 mm), and it had the lowest mass (92 g).

None of the hands complied with the demand of having a pinch force above 20 N. The hands that had the largest pinch force with the cosmetic glove applied were the Hosmer Sierra VO hand (7–18 N) and the Hosmer Soft VO hand (12–14 N). Of all hands, the Hosmer Sierra VO hand required the lowest activation force (84 ± 0.8 N).

Comparison with 1987 Data

Figure 8 shows the mean ± standard deviation values of the devices tested in this study and of the adult devices tested by Corin et al. [7]. The p-values of the t-test are presented below each plot. There is only a significant difference for the activation force of the hooks and hands. All other parameters did not differ significantly (p > 0.05).

DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to objectively compare current VO prosthetic terminal devices among each other by using quantitative measurements. We used the results to select the best tested hand and hook and to see whether VO devices have improved over the last decades.

Mass

The human hand has a mass of 400 ± 90 g [13]. The mass of a prosthetic device should be considerably lower to enable comfortable wearing. All measured hooks were significantly lighter (87–242 g) than a human hand. The gloved hands were of the same weight as the human hand (395–447 g). This might be one reason that a high weight is also an issue in body-powered devices [4] and why hooks are preferred over hands. The results showed that the cosmetic glove significantly contributes to the mass of the hand. The Becker Imperial hand was the heaviest hand without a cosmetic glove, and it may also have the highest mass with cosmetic glove applied.

Cable Excursion

For a harness using “arm-flexion control,” Taylor measured a maximum cable excursion of 53 ± 10 mm [12]. All hooks and gloved hands were within this range. The Hosmer model 5XA hook, the gloved Otto Bock and
RSL Steeper VO hands, and the ungloved RSL Steeper VO and Becker Imperial hands were not within the range minus one standard deviation (43 mm). Only the Hosmer Sierra VO hand was within the range minus two times the standard deviation (33 mm). This implies that not all users can fully open all devices.

Level of Activation Force

The maximum activation forces of all devices were well within the maximum activation force of shoulder control (280 ± 24 N) as measured by Taylor [12]. However, his data were measured on nondisabled subjects. Shaperman et al. show that children with a congenital upper-limb deficiency had lower strength in both their deficient and their sound arm than nondisabled children (~1.5–2.0 times lower) [14]. Furthermore, Taylor only measured maximum forces [12]. However, the critical force is not known. The critical force is the percentage of the maximum force that a person can exert over a certain period of time without getting fatigued [15]. Because VO devices are usually only opened for short periods of time, it is difficult to determine the critical force. From the literature, it is not clear whether the required forces to operate a prosthetic hand during daily life activities are a problem for the user. Therefore, further research on this topic is needed.

The decreasing force characteristic (Figure 5) of the Otto Bock model 10A60 hook (setting 1) is caused by the configuration of the spring in this setting. During opening, the distance between the spring and the joint decreases to close to zero. As a result, the hook almost acts like a bistable mechanism, which is stable when it is closed or fully open but unstable in positions in between. Although this makes it easier to keep the hook fully open, it may be more difficult to accurately control the opening width of the hook in between these extreme positions. The jerky behavior of the Hosmer Soft VO hand (Figure 6) is probably caused by stick-slip behavior of the mechanism. This behavior could make it difficult to accurately control the hand.

Level of Pinch Force

A pinch force of 10 N is considered to be sufficient for most activities of children [16]. For adults, the desired pinch is about two times higher and occasionally more. Van Der Niet et al. show that an iLimb, which had a maximum pinch force of 15 to 20 N, did not exert enough force to complete all tasks [11]. Keller et al. show that the required pinch force is even higher for several activities (e.g., holding a tea cup: 28 N; pulling on a sock: 34 N) [10]. Therefore, it is assumed that the VO devices should be able to pinch over 20 N. In their highest setting, all hooks could pinch well over 20 N except for the RSL Steeper Carbon Gripper, which had a maximum pinch force of 14 N. None of the tested hands could pinch over 20 N. The maximum measured pinch force was 18 N in the gloved Hosmer Sierra VO hand. All other measured hand pinch forces did not exceed 15 N. These results indicate that the produced pinch forces of the VO hands are not large enough to complete all tasks of daily living. The low pinch forces measured for the hooks and the relative high pinch forces measured for the hooks might be an important reason for the high rejection rates of body-powered hands and the relative good acceptance for hooks.

Note that the method of the pinch force test we employed differed from that of Corin et al. [7]. They attached the fingers of the fully opened hand to the test bench using two vertical spanned cables. The pinch force was then measured while the cables were slowly released. In this method, the hand is only supported by the cables. Initial trials in our study showed that the measured pinch
force was influenced by the mass of the device, which was not in line with the vertical cables. The outcomes were also influenced when the cables were spanned horizontally, especially for small finger openings. When Corin et al.’s method is used, the measured pinch forces can be higher than the actual pinch force [7]. This effect is larger...
our study we used a pinch force sensor to measure the pinch force for three opening spans. Because the overestimation of the pinch force in the data of Corin et al. would be small, and because the standard deviations are large (Figure 8(b)), it is unlikely that this has affected the outcome of the pinch force comparison significantly [7].

**Best Performing Devices**

It was easy to select the best-performing prosthetic hook. In general, the hooks performed much better than the hands. Selecting a suitable hand was difficult because none of the hands produced a sufficient pinch force. Using the hands for activities of daily living is therefore expected to be limited.

**Past, Present, Future**

It is interesting to compare the results with the data of the test performed by Corin et al. in 1987 [7]. In the past two decades, many new materials have become available that can be used for mechanism, bearings, gloves, etc. Meanwhile, various user studies clearly mapped the needs of the prosthesis user [4,17]. However, comparisons between our results and Corin et al.’s results showed no significant difference for the required work or pinch forces for the hooks or for the hands (Figure 8(a)).
and 8(b)). However, the activation force for the hands and the hooks was significantly higher in this study (Figure 8(c)), which means that they performed worse. In general it can therefore be concluded that, despite all technologic advantages in other fields, VO prosthetic devices have not improved since 1987.

This study also shows that some newer devices had a poorer performance than devices tested in 1987. For example, the RSL Steeper Carbon Gripper required a maximum activation force of 75.0 ± 0.2 N, and it delivered a pinch force of 14 N. The Hosmer model SSS-555 hook and the Hosmer model 10P hook, tested by Corin et al. in 1987, required a lower activation force of 49 and 65 N, respectively [7]. They also delivered a higher pinch force of 15 and 26 N, respectively. Another example is the current Otto Bock VO hand, which required an activation force of 146.0 ± 1.7 N and delivered a pinch force of 9 N for objects of 10 mm. Its predecessor, the Otto Bock VO hand tested in 1987, required an activation force of 62 N and delivered a pinch force of 14 N for small objects.

The outcome of this comparison with the data from 1987 raises a number of questions:

• Why have VO devices not been improved over the past decades? This is especially interesting to know for hands, which still have an insufficient pinch force and a high activation force that may be uncomfortable.

• How is it possible that new devices have become available that perform worse than their predecessors? Why do prosthesis users not benefit from apparent innovations?

Perhaps the most interesting question is—

• What would be the real future potential of body-powered prostheses if we would invest the same effort and resources into the improvement of body-powered prostheses that is currently invested in electric devices?

For now, these questions remain unanswered; however, they deserve studying. There are many opportunities for improvements in body-powered prosthetics, especially for prosthetic hands:

• Mass of the hands should be reduced to enable comfortable wearing.

• Activation force should be reduced to a comfortable level. A study should reveal the comfortable force level. Moreover, the optimal shoulder movement to produce the most efficient force should be examined.

• Pinch force should be increased to an acceptable level (>30 N). To enable this, the mechanism should be more efficient. This could be achieved by redesigning the mechanism and by improving the bearings of the mechanism.

• More flexible cosmetic gloves should be developed.

• Inner glove should be more flexible, or its use should be avoided.

Indications in literature show that overload of the contralateral shoulder might lead to symptoms of overuse [18]. Therefore, improvement of body-powered prostheses is not only desirable but a necessity. Prosthesis users should be offered a prosthesis that is optimized to their needs and demands.

Study Limitations

Of each prosthetic device, we only tested one specimen. Also, for each cosmetic glove type, we only tested one glove. Variations in individual gloves, prostheses, and factory spring settings might result in deviations from the measured data. These effects are expected to be the smallest in the hooks and the largest in the hands with adjustable spring settings and a cosmetic glove. From cosmetic gloves, we know that their properties can vary because of variations in thickness [19]. Although some variables might cause variations in the results for the gloved hands, they are expected to give only minor variations for the hooks and the ungloved hands. Testing multiple devices of individual types with multiple gloves might give a better insight of this variation. A second limitation in this study was the low speed at which we activated the devices. A higher activation speed might slightly increase the activation forces and hysteresis because of viscous behavior.

CONCLUSIONS

We quantitatively tested nine voluntary opening prosthetic devices: four hooks and five hands. All hooks weighed less than a human hand. The masses of the gloved hands were similar to that of the human hand. All cable excursions were within the average movement range for shoulder activation. The hooks required a lower activation force and work than the hands. Nearly all hooks could pinch over 20 N. The hands required a high activation force and could not pinch over 20 N. Their use in daily life is expected to be limited. The Hosmer model
5XA hook with three bands was the best tested hook. The Hosmer Sierra VO hand was the best tested hand. Comparison with data of Corin et al. showed that VO prosthetic devices have not improved since 1987 [7]. Some newer devices even performed worse than the devices tested in 1987. The results of this study are helpful in selecting the right prosthetic device for a patient and in improving current devices. Future research should focus on reducing the mass of the cosmetic glove and hand mechanism, determining the comfortable activation force level for shoulder activation, decreasing the required activation force level, and increasing the pinch force of the hands.
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